OUR MICROSOFT SQL SERVER EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU BREATHE NEW LIFE INTO YOUR DATABASES

The Microsoft® SQL Server® Configuration and Performance Review (SQL-CPR) is an independent, impartial review of your SQL Server environment targeted at assessing the performance, stability and availability of your Microsoft SQL Server based systems. This health check analysis can be focused on performance, security, migration, upgrade, or availability issues or concerns. If the main role of your environment is online transactional processing (OLTP) or decision support system (DSS), or some hybrid, the review can focus on what is important to you and your business needs. The goal is to help you save time and money by ensuring that your SQL Server is performing optimally and that your business-critical data is safe.

The results of a SQL-CPR engagement are thoroughly documented in a SQL-CPR Report that includes recommendations relating to performance, stability, availability, or the specific focus you requested, of your SQL Server database instances. Our team will go over the report and recommendations with you to address any questions or concerns you may have. The XTIVIA SQL Server team is then available to assist you with the implementation of any of the recommendations once you approve those efforts. We help clients achieve increased performance, maximized availability, boosted productivity and peace of mind with their Microsoft SQL Server systems.

SQL-CPR is a carefully crafted program designed to review the efficiency as well as effectiveness of a Microsoft SQL Server-based database management system. The efficiency of the system is evaluated by determining the extent to which the Microsoft SQL Server products have been utilized; essentially, is the system “firing on all cylinders”? The SQL-CPR assessment concentrates on critical performance issues including:

- Database and operating system configuration
- Query performance
- Data safety
- Index efficiency
- Data maintenance
- Security

In a complex computing environment, the extent to which these and other issues are addressed will affect the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the systems in place. The SQL-CPR addresses the issues of efficiency and effectiveness by having a SQL Server certified expert assess your computing environment to ensure optimal performance and data safety.

KEY CONCEPTS

WHAT WE DO
Assess the performance, stability and availability of your critical Microsoft SQL Server based systems.

WHAT YOU GET
Documented recommendations relating to performance, stability and availability of your database system and also, if desired, the XTIVIA expertise to apply them.

WHAT YOU SAVE
Time, money and headaches.

WHAT YOU ACHIEVE
Increased performance, maximized availability, boosted productivity and peace of mind.

XTIVIA OVERVIEW

Since 1992, XTIVIA has established a proven, global reputation as a company delivering cutting-edge professional solutions to our clients’ specific requirements, regardless of the complexity of the projects. XTIVIA’s success has stemmed from a proven ability to deliver quality professional services, allowing the client to leverage technology successfully, competitively, and profitably. XTIVIA has received additional awards this year from Liferay, CIO Review and Inc. 5000. XTIVIA has offices in Colorado, New York, New Jersey, Missouri and Texas.

DATABASE OVERVIEW

XTIVIA is at the forefront of a new generation of information technology services companies focused on value, speed of delivery and high-performance technology solutions. We combine people, business process and advanced technology in a comprehensive set of IT services.

Our database management team is comprised of seasoned professionals who possess the business background, project management experience and technology expertise to deliver business-critical technology solutions. These solutions include a variety of platforms, devices and networks, including integration with legacy systems, development of business applications and web-based functionality.

XTIVIA’s database services can be customized to meet the unique needs of your business. Our knowledgeable staff of database experts is available for long-term or short-term assignments to meet your database needs.